A VIEW FROM THE BIMAH
As I write this, Sandy
Lynn and I have just
returned from a long
weekend in New York,
visiting our daughter
Alex – partly a birthday
visit and partly to watch
her perform with her
repertory company, the Upright
Citizens Brigade (we also saw a
performance of the comedic improv
group known as “The Pit,” and the
incredibly staged Broadway show of
“The Curious Incident of the Dog in
the Nighttime”]. It was altogether a
fabulous visit, including some “New
York” moments that belie the
stereotypes.
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an international rainbow of diversity
– evident diversity in culture, gender
preferences, native language and
economic wherewithal. Yet to help
out a couple of visitors – even
though we actually knew the NY
subway system pretty well – they
were a community, and in that
moment the diversity itself bridged
barriers.

scarf and the crowds parted while
several passers-by paused to
help. We saw a family walking their
pet tortoise in Central Park, and
crowds gathered to discuss the finer
points of the dandelion diet. In a
busy vegan restaurant we praised the
creative dishes, and the owner came
over to sit with us and share her list
of ingredients and spices.

And what occurred to me is how
many politicians these days speak of
bringing the “real” America back,
the good ol’ days of some rural or
semi-rural idealized past. The “real”
America is, in fact, the diversity that
no longer knows of majority and
minority – if ever there was such a
For example, we were on a very
time. Now we only have minorities,
crowded subway, discussing the best though this reality is more apparent
way to get downtown. Someone
in our cities where one easily loses
overheard us and offered some
count of how many sub-groups
advice; then someone else, and in
compose our society these
moments literally a dozen people
days. Ultimately, those who recoil
were loudly discussing the pros and at the reality that is today’s America
cons of express vs. local, which
have an increasingly distorted
stations offered the fewest steps and image. Embracing our differences
closest platform changes, which line yet finding underlying unity is so
might be best. These people were
important to the well-being of our
society.

None of this is very profound and,
truth to tell, we really don’t miss the
big city. We’re glad to be home in
Montgomery. But we were again
impressed with how easy it is to
become parochial in one’s views –
to see our local world as if that’s all
there is – like that old New Yorker
cartoon that shows the whole
country beyond the Hudson River as
a narrow blur, as if New York is all
there is. The “real” America and the
“real” Americans are long gone, if
ever they existed and I, for one, am
proud to embrace our diversity.
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Stereotypical New Yorkers don’t
greet strangers on the sidewalk; have
no time for niceties, for the pace of
Sponsored by
INTERFAITH MONTGOMERY life is too frenetic. Yet when we
were engulfed in the human rushSunday, May 1 at 3:30 p.m.
hour crush – sidewalks so crowded
Temple Beth Or
you felt you could lift your feet and
Reception follows
just be carried along – we dropped a
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RABBI’S CLASS ON
THE HOLOCAUST
In Five Parts
Bi-weekly at noon,
March 29 – May 24
(See article on page 5 for details)
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I have had several questions and comments about the status of the
proposed merger since the March 6th meeting. Temple Beth Or had a
good, representative attendance and the meeting went well. Not
surprisingly when working on something as important as this, some
concerns came up and we are now trying to work through that to
determine how to proceed. At this point any vote on the intent to
merge will be delayed. Unfortunately, that is all the information I
have at this point, but rest assured that updates will be forthcoming
when there is something to share.
It is hard to for me to believe that this is my next to last bulletin
article (next month’s will be a re-print of my annual report) and my
term as president of Temple Beth Or is almost over. I say with all
honesty that it has been an honor and a pleasure. I have enjoyed this
job more than I anticipated and am proud of the work that we as a
community have accomplished. It does, indeed, take a village.
Some may choose to point out our challenges and, to be sure, there
are a few. It is difficult to ignore our changing demographics and the
fact that we are smaller than in years past. It would be fabulous if we
had an influx of young families to build and ensure our future, but
that is not our current reality. However, who knows what the future
may hold in that regard? I am encouraged that the leadership chooses
to concentrate on our opportunities and do many things to continue to
strengthen our congregation. For a congregation our size I think we
do amazingly well. Percentage wise we have a nice attendance at our
weekly Shabbat service, but we always want more participation and
hope YOU will join us. It really is a lovely way to end the week.
I believe being forward thinking is important to our survival and the
continuation of our historic congregation in Montgomery. Change is
inevitable and those organizations and businesses that evolve, make
use of available resources and plan are the ones that tend to thrive.
We have tried to do that. Rabbi Stevens, your Board of Directors and
the committees have worked diligently on your behalf. I am so proud
of Temple Beth Or – who we are, what we represent and what we
have and do contribute to the greater Montgomery community.
If I have one wish it would be that every member participates in some
way. That can be attending services and maybe welcoming visitors,
serving on a committee, supporting programs (educational ones and
just for fun ones), helping with an event, being on the board, serving
as an officer and so many other opportunities. There are big jobs and
small jobs, one-time jobs and ongoing jobs, but they are all important.
We all have different talents and time available, but I am confident
that there is a place for you to be involved and Temple Beth Or will
benefit. Please do not underestimate the significance of what you can
contribute with your presence. Together we can accomplish more.
I sincerely thank you for your support and your help – you are
wonderful!
L’shalom

Shabbat Service.
TORAH READING AND D’VAR
TORAH.
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Contributions to Funds
We greatly appreciate the people who support
Temple Beth Or by remembering and honoring
their friends and loved ones through their
generous contributions. Those that are
received after the 20th of the month will be in
the next bulletin.

Floral Fund
On the Yahrzeits of Louna Capouya
and Isaac Alhadeff
Frances and Ralph Capouya
On the Yahrzeit of Victor E. Hanan
Joan Hanan
General Fund
In Appreciation of Max Reiss
Sisterhood of The Emanuel Synagogue
Social Concerns
In appreciation of Mitzvah Day
Katherine Gayden

Mazel Tov
Philip Brock Tidwell
Born February 28, 2016
Parents, Emily & Barry Tidwell
Grandparents, Susan & Philip Bernstein

MAY ANNIVERSARIES
4 ....... Steve & Jean Schloss
5 ....... Elliot & Sandy Lynn Stevens
7 ....... Jeff & Deborah Miller
18 ..... Pete & Pam Hitchcock
25 ..... Allen & Sandi Stern
31 ..... Scott & Aimee Harris
31 ..... Ricky & Jamie Loeb

MAY BIRTHDAYS
1 ........ Jim Nathan
1 ........ Lisa Newcomb
1 ........ Joanne Shum
2 ........ Ron Shum
4 ........ Kathie Cohen
7 ........ Pee Wee Kohn
7 ........ Leonard Michelson
8 ........ Mary Lynne Levy
12 ...... Gay Winter
12 ...... Lynne Ginsburg
13 ...... Steven Greil
13 ...... Alison Williamson
15 ...... Larry Capilouto
16 ...... Susan Bernstein
16 ...... Eve Loeb
17 ...... Charlie Dubin
17 ...... Jean Harris
17 ...... Alex Kaufman
18 ...... Mandy Kaufman
19 ...... Babette Wampold
20 ...... Julie Goolsby
20 ...... David Franco
21 ...... Jennifer Dees
22 ...... David Cohen
25 ...... Jeff Miller
27 ...... Rosemary Jones
28 ...... Allen Stern
30 ...... Janice Baylinson
31 ...... LeAnne Wallace

The June and July
bulletins will be
combined into one
issue. Our goal is to
Birthday and Anniversary have this issue in the
Blessings on May 6th.
mail by June 10th.
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YAHRZEITS
To be read May 6
5/1/2016 ....... Ben Lieberman

5/3/2016 ...... Helen Weil Loeb
5/4/2016 ...... Linda Horwitz
5/5/2016 ...... Beatrice K.
Schneiderman
5/5/2016 ...... Betty Wolf
5/5/2016 ...... Chester Goldberg
5/6/2016 ...... Perry Mendel
5/7/2016 ...... Ruth F. Byck
To be read May 13
5/9/2016 ...... Milton Winter
5/10/2016 .... Louna Capilouto
5/10/2016 .... Thomas Moers
5/11/2016 .... Helen Rosenblum
Berenson
5/11/2016 .... Irma Gore
5/12/2016 .... Herbert L. Sandler
5/12/2016 .... Hilda Slager
5/12/2016 .... Norma K. Sheftall
Shapiro
5/13/2016 .... Estelle Schafer
5/13/2016 .... Eunice Copeland
5/13/2016 .... Jennie Freehling
5/13/2016 .... Pearle M. Feinman
To be read May 20
5/16/2016 .... Lillian Leet
5/16/2016 .... Rose Rosenbluth
5/17/2016 .... Alan Goldsmith
5/18/2016 .... Gaston J. Greil
5/20/2016 .... Irma Gore
5/20/2016 .... Verna Wool
To be read May 27
5/23/2016 .... Elizabeth W.
Baylinson
5/24/2016 .... Henry Abraham
5/26/2016 .... Allegra P. Cohen
5/26/2016 .... Jules Adler
5/28/2016 .... C. Clarence
Strasburger, Sr.

SISTERHOOD

L’CHAIM LEAGUE

Please join us as we tour the
“American Village” in Montevallo,
Tuesday, May 10th. The cost of the
tour is $9 per person. This attraction
We were all inspired by the beautiful
features historical re-enactments with
Seder chaired by Julie Goolsby and led period clothing and surroundings, and
by Rabbi Stevens. Our family Seder
will include American and Alabama
requires a lot of detail and help from so History. Our tour will last 2 hours. We
many people. Thank you to Karen
will have a shuttle available for those
Lieberman, Marlene Beringer, Susan
that need assistance. We will have
Finklestein, and Susan Bernstein for
lunch at a nearby restaurant. We will
their help in preparing the traditional
depart the TBO parking lot at 8:30 a.m.
Seder delicacies and to all of the ladies Please! Make your reservations by May
who helped set up. Dinner was
5th via email, call, or mail a check. A
delicious and the tables looked
fun way to spend the day! Drivers are
awesome.
also needed.
Please mark your calendar on May 19th Save the date: Tuesday, June 14th to
when we will close out our year at the
tour the Birmingham Botanical
home of Diane Weil. You will receive Gardens. Many new areas have been
an Evite by email or an invitation in the added and this is always a beautiful way
mail. This will be a late afternoon wine to spend some time. And, the
and cheese gathering so I hope to see all Conservatory is such a beautiful sight to
of you. New Sisterhood officers will
see at any time. We will have lunch
be installed by Rabbi Stevens and we
after the tour.
will recap the past year and celebrate
L’Chaim League offers a variety of
our successes!
programs and activities. We hope you
Karen Goldstein will join us at the next one.
Sisterhood President
Linda Smith
Another busy and successful year is
coming to an end. It’s hard to believe
that it’s already May 2016!

***

lchaimleague2246@yahoo.com
***
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FROM THE LIBRARY
For May we’re highlighting some titles
from the Biography and Memoir
collection.
Searching for Zion: The Quest for
Home in the African Diaspora – Emily
Raboteau (799.77 RAB 2013)
The Eicholds of Mobile – Robert Bahr
(798.277 BAH 2006)
Lady at the O.K. Corral: The True
Story of Josephine Marcus Earp – Ann
Kirschner (799.77 KIR 2013)
Ariel Sharon – Nir Hefez and Cadi
Bloom (799.8 HEF 2006)
George Gershwin: His Life and Work –
Howard Pollack (799.77 POL 2006)
A Broken Hallelujah: Rock and Roll,
Redemption, and the Life of Leonard
Cohen – Liel Leibovitz (799.77 LEI
2014)
Becoming Judy Chicago: A Biography
of the Artist – Gail Levin (799.77 LEV
2007)
Einstein: His Life and Universe Walter Isaacson (799.77 ISA 2007)
Eric A. Kidwell, MLS

STUDY OPPORTUNITIES WITH
RABBI STEVENS
ADULT EDUCATION SERIES ON THE HOLOCAUST
ALTERNATE TUESDAYS AT NOON, STARTING MARCH 29

The Holocaust [Shoah in Hebrew, “conflagration”] was the single
most destructive event in Jewish history and, as the only example
where the entire apparatus of a state was explicitly directed
toward the world-wide extirpation of an entire people, unique in
human experience. The study of the Holocaust must address
disturbing and difficult questions raised by that experience. What
can we learn from the long history of anti-Semitism? Who made
the decision for the “final solution”? Could the Jews have done
more to protect themselves? Why was the Pope silent, and was his
silence justified? Should the Allies have bombed Auschwitz?
How ethical were the Judenrate [Jewish Councils within the
ghettoes]?
This class will be in five parts:
Session I: The Origins and History of Anti-Semitism [March 29]
Session II: The Rise of Nazism [April 12]
Session III: The Nazi Regime Through Kristallnacht [April 26]
Session IV: The Shoah [May 10]
Session V: The Aftermath of the Holocaust [May 24]
All sessions will be led by Rabbi Stevens and are open to all at no
charge; classes meet in the Blachschleger Library on alternate
Tuesdays, 12-1 p.m.

Friday  May 6  6 PM
Shabbat service in the social hall followed by a
cold pot-luck supper.
If your name begins with:
A-Q please bring a vegetable or salad.
If R-Z please bring a dessert.
Temple will provide meat and drinks.
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FROM OUR COMMUNITY SH’LICHA, DANA
Being in Israel during May is a very
special experience. All the streets and
the buildings are covered with the
Israeli flags, and you can feel the
festiveness in the air before the Israeli
Independence day – “Yom
Ha’Atzmaut.” But every Israeli knows
that this celebration will not start
without mentioning our Memorial Day
– “Yom HaZikaron”, only a day
before it.
Yes, in Israel there are exactly 24
hours separating our happiest day and
our saddest day. Most people would
be more familiar with Independence
Day, the celebration of the
establishment of the Jewish State.
Israel’s Memorial Day is not as
familiar but is as significant, and it
commemorates Israel’s fallen soldiers
and victims of terror. Israel has been
through many wars, military
operations, and countless terror
attacks. In the Israeli society
everybody knows someone who got
killed during serving in the army. In
Hebrew a person who was killed is
called a “Chalal” which means space,
due to space left after he or she is
gone. Every single Israeli citizen has
someone to remember on Yom
HaZikaron.

know him so well back then because
of his twin sister, Inbal. She and I
were in the same class and she was
one of my best friends. But after
starting high-school Avi and I grew
apart… Avi was such a talented guitar
player, he performed in every program
at our high school, and even got to
perform with his band in the famous
“Independence Rock” concert in
Israel! In November 2011 Avi joined
the Nachal Brigade, and the last time I
saw him was when his company came
to one of the educational seminars I
guided, almost 3 years before he was
killed.

Gitarah” = I am a guitar, to honor one
of his biggest loves in life.

When Operation Protective Edge
started, Avi’s unit was sent to Beit
Chanun, Gaza. Avi’s girlfriend,
Melory, came straight back to Israel
after 6 months in Hawaii, in order to
see him one more time. On July 25th
2014, during preparation for one of
their missions, the force was attacked
by rockets and grenades. Avi wasn’t
there at that time, but when he heard
the explosions he left everything and
ran to help his friends. He saw them
injured and started evacuating them
under fire. He was hit very hard, and
died before passing the border back to
Israel. For his bravery and
brotherhood Avi received a Citation
from the Chief of Southern Command.

I hope you can join us on May 10th for
a community Yom HaZikaron
Service, 6:30 pm at Agudath Israel
Etz Ahayem Synagogue. This service
will expose you to the Israeli
Memorial Day, and it is dedicated to
Avi. We are looking for volunteers
who would like to participate by
reading at the service. If you are
interested please contact me.

Many people in Israel are against
having these two days, because it is so
hard, and even impossible, to have
only 60 seconds to turn from sadness
to happiness. But days are attached not
only by their timing, but also by their
meaning. These days are connected in
the very core, and this is why they
could never be separated. One would
not exist without the other. We would
not have our Jewish State if not for all
those who sacrificed their lives in the
consistent battle for our independence.
We owe it to them.

May 15th ISRAEL fest 68! 5-8 pm at
Wynlakes Country Club, come
celebrate the sights, sounds and spirit
of Israel. This year we are going to
have a couple of unique performancesour beloved former Shaliach and
On this Yom HaZikaron I remember
leading singer, Shimon Smith, and the
Avi Grintzvaig.
Last year on Memorial Day one of the very talented stand-up comedian,
th
Yuval Haklai. Please contact the
Avi was born on August 11 1993 in radio stations played a song for each
Petach Tikvah, and was called after
Federation office in order to make
of the 67 soldiers who were killed in
his grandfather, Avraham. He was the Operation Protective Edge. Avi’s
your reservation.
first boy who said to me: “I love you,” family chose for him the song “Ani
Shalom,
when we were in 7th grade. I got to
Dana
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Thank You to our 2016 Food Festival Sponsors

Platinum Sponsors

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Other Respected Sponsors

BBVA Compass
Bern, Butler, Capilouto & Massey
Dignity Memorial
USAmeriBank

AMCO, Inc.
Oakworth Capital
BB&T
Furlongs Security
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Future events !

Sermon Series topic: Humanistic Judaism – Sherwin
Wine.
Saturday, August 27, 10 AM, 2016: Nathan
Friday, June 10, 6 PM, Shabbat Service. TORAH
McKinney's Bar Mitzvah.
READING AND D’VAR TORAH.
Sunday, October 2, 7:30 PM, Rosh Hashanah Eve
Tuesday, June 14, 9 AM, L'Chaim League visits the
Birmingham Botanical Gardens with lunch afterwards. Service - followed by Annual Reception.
Monday, October 3, 1:00 PM, Tashlich at Museum of
RSVP to Linda Smith at 262.3314 x 223 or
Fine Arts lake. Bring your own bread!
lchaimleague2246@yahoo.com.
Saturday, June 18, 9:30 AM, Shabbat morning service Monday, October 3, 10:00 AM, Rosh Hashanah
Morning Service.
and Torah study with Rabbi Stevens. Light brunch
Monday, October 3, 10:30 AM, Children's Service in
served.
Library
Thursday, June 23, 6:30 PM, A Night of FUN! Hot
Friday, October 7, 6:00 PM, Shabbat Shuvah.
Dog Dinner, Bingo, Beverages, and Prizes! RSVP to
Bob Weisberg (gardner831@aol.com) by 6/16. Adults Sunday, October 9, 10:30 AM, Cemetery Memorial
Service: Etz Ahayem Cemetery (new section)
$10 for dinner and 2 drinks. Bingo cards are $5.00.
Sunday, October 9, 11:00 AM, Cemetery Memorial
Cash only.
Service: Etz Ahayem Cemetery (old section)
Friday, July 1, 6 PM, Shabbat service. Summer
Sermon Series topic: Rabbinic Judaism and the Karaites Sunday, October 9, 9:30 AM, Cemetery Memorial
Service: Eternal Rest Cemetery
[Judah the Prince and Anan ben David].
Tuesday, October 11, 7:30 PM, Kol Nidrei Eve.
Friday, July 8, 6 PM, Shabbat service. Summer
Wednesday, October 12, 10:00 AM, Yom Kippur
Sermon Series topic: Kabbalah and Hassidism [Isaac
Morning.
Luria and the Baal Shem Tov].
Wednesday, October 12, 12:00 PM, Rabbi’s
Friday, July 15, 6 PM, Shabbat service. Summer
Sermon Series topic: Orthodox – Joseph Soloveitchik. Discussion.
Wednesday, October 12, 2:30 PM, Yom Kippur
Friday, July 22, 6 PM, Shabbat service. Summer
Children’s Service
Sermon Series topic: Conservative – Samson Raphael
Wednesday, October 12, 3:30 PM, Yom Kippur
Hirsch or Solomon Schechter.
Afternoon Service
Friday, July 29, 6 PM, Shabbat service. Summer
Wednesday, October 12, 4:15 PM, Healing Service.
Sermon Series topic: Reform – Isaac Mayer Wise.
Wednesday, October 12, 5:00 PM, Yizkor [Memorial]
Friday, August 5, 6 PM, Shabbat service. Summer
Service.
Sermon Series topic: Reconstructionist – Mordecai
Wednesday, October 12, 5:30 PM, N’ilah
Kaplan.
[Concluding]
Friday, August 12, 6 PM, Shabbat service. Summer
Wednesday, October 12, 6:15 PM, Congregational
Sermon Series topic: Jewish Renewal – Zalman
Break Fast; sponsored by Sisterhood.
Schachter-Shalomi.
Friday, August 19, 6 PM, Shabbat service. Summer
When scheduling
calendar events
involving the
Temple it is
important that you check dates with the
Federation and the Temple for potential
conflicts within the Jewish community. Their
number is 277-5820, and you can view the
community calendar at
www.jewishmontgomery.org.

NEED HELP GETTING
AROUND
DURING SERVICES?
A wheelchair and walker are
stored in the coat closet and
are available to members and
guests during Temple events.

If you have accumulated
unused Temple Beth Or
donation envelopes
please feel free to drop
them off at the Temple
office so they may be
reused.

We would like to know. Please call the temple office when a family member is in the hospital or ailing.
Too often we find out about illnesses, crises and hospitalizations long after they occur. This is a missed
opportunity for the calls and visits the rabbi would like to share. Please let the temple know if there is a
concern in your family or another congregation family (with their permission).
We need your help in order to offer ours.
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MAY 2016
Want an updated look at what’s going on at Temple? Go to www.templebethor.net.

Sun
1
9:30 AM, Religion
School at AIEA

Mon
2

Tue
3

Wed
4

Thu
5

9

9:30 AM, Religion
School at AIEAMother’s Day
Breakfast

15

10
9 AM, L'Chaim
League travels to
Montevallo

11

12

16

17

18

19

13

14

6:00 PM
Shabbat Service

10 AM, 2016:
Isabella Capouya's
Bat Mitzvah

20

21

6:00 PM
Shabbat Service
TORAH
READING AND
D’VAR TORAH

8 PM, JFCA Israel
Independence
Celebration at
Wynlakes Country
Club

23

9:30 AM, Last Day
of Religion School
at AIEA

24 12 PM, Rabbi
Stevens hosts five
adult education
sessions on the
Holocaust. Session
V: The Aftermath
of the Holocaust

25

5:45 PM, Temple
Beth Or Board
Meeting
29

7

12 PM, Rabbi
Stevens hosts five
adult education
sessions on the
Holocaust. Session
IV: The Shoah.

9:30 AM, Religion
School at AIEA

22

6

Sat

6 PM, Shabbat
service in the
social hall
followed by a cold
pot-luck supper.

3:30 PM,
Community
Interfaith
Holocaust
Memorial Service
at TBO. Reception
follows
8

Fri

30

31
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26

27

6:15 PM,
Reception and
Annual Meeting at
6:15 PM.
Reception with
heavy hors
d'oeuvres precedes
at 5:30 PM.
Members only

6:00 PM
Shabbat Service

28
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ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

Kol Ami Religious School
At Agudath Israel*Etz Ahayem

AIEA
5/1
5/8-Mother’s Day Breakfast
5/15
5/22-Last Day of Religion School

2016

Temple Beth Or

Thursday, May 26
5:30 PM Reception with
heavy hors d'oeuvres
6:15 PM Meeting
Quorum required to conduct business.
Members Only
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